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A completely randomized experiment (that followed pretests to insure manipulation success and product suitability) with three levels
of alternatives, three levels of attributes, and two levels of attributes’ distribution across alternatives (proportional vs. disproportional
distribution, Lurie 2004) that involved 466 consumers choosing one laptop with the option to consult a recommendation agent prior to
final choice was performed. ANOVA and binary logistical regression was used in data analysis (measures adapted scales from the
literature).

Results support the hypotheses, show a curvilinear relation between information bits and overload perceptions, and favor the
occurrence of information overload because the consumers’ tendency to employ a decision heuristic (by consulting the recommendations)
increases as information bits and overload perceptions increase. In addition, while recommendation agent consultation upholds choice
quality in general as information bits increase, recommendation consultation was particularly salient in enhancing choice quality when
product information was less diagnostic (attributes’ levels are proportionally distributed across alternatives in the choice set).
Recommendation agent consultation further interacted with information overload to improve choice quality, and choice confidence (but
mainly for consumers that ended by choosing the recommended product).
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Abstract
Relational priming has been shown to influence individuals in the domains of self-construal (i.e., individualism and collectivism),

but, to date, the research has been limited to studying self-construal with respect to interpersonal relationships. The current paper extends
the theory into the realm of inter-product/service relationships by examining the effect relational priming has on product selection given
perceived relationships among products and services. A series of three studies employing priming methodology explore differences in
consumption choices based on prime type, perceived product/service relationships, and implied relationships. The results suggest that
priming does, in fact, influence consumer choice among related products, elicit reluctance for subjects to break apart items perceived as
related, and produce said effects via realistic advertisements beyond traditional laboratory priming techniques. Limitations and future
studies are discussed, as are potential managerial implications for the marketing practices of up-selling, cross-selling, and advertising/
point-of-purchase displays as priming tools.

Introduction
What is peanut butter without jelly? Barbie without Ken? What is a belt without its buckle or a shirt without pants (aside from slightly

risqué)? In a variety of consumption settings, products and services can exist not only as independent items but also as items sharing a
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relationship or a coexistence with other items. Thus, while a shirt may simply be only a shirt, most clothing retailers take great care in
presenting that shirt in the context of an outfit, complete with a matching tie and pants, to illustrate the connection among these items with
the hope that consumers will purchase more than just the shirt. Furthermore, consumers may feel a sense of emptiness or incompletion
if they only purchase one of a perceived pair or set of products/services, perhaps explaining why consumers so often go into a store with
the intent of purchasing only one item and return with several.

Research Objective
The research objective of the current paper is to explore the relationship between self-construal (i.e., individualism and collectivism)

and product preference/selection, as well as commitment to those preferences/selections, in the consumer context both inter-culturally and
intra-culturally. Previous studies have shown that relational priming influences individuals’ self-construal, which then affects their
behavior, but most of these studies have been with respect to interpersonal influence. Thus, making consumers more aware of
“relationships” makes them more susceptible to social or peer influence. Unlike the previous research, however, the current paper posits
that priming consumers with relational primes will influence their subsequent consumption choices given the perceived relationships
among products, not people, with respect to being 1) more/less likely to select products that are perceived as related, and 2) more/less likely
to select a product if doing so separates that product from related products. In other words, whereas previous studies emphasized the role
of self-construal, its effect on interpersonal relationships, and the role of interpersonal relationships on product selection, the current paper
investigates the role of self-construal, a heightened awareness of relationships among products/services, and the subsequent preference
and selection behaviors of consumers and their commitments to those selections.

Methodology
A series of studies exploring these predictions rely on a priming methodology to influence the self-construal of subjects completing

the studies. Previous literature has shown that self-construal can be manipulated via subtle priming techniques, and, as expected, we see
differences based on our priming approaches. More specifically, we prime subjects with traditional self-construal primes to activate the
notion of relationships and then, following the priming, present subjects with several consumption decisions. In each study we then
manipulate the availability of the goods perceived as being related to see how subjects from both conditions respond to the notion of
breaking apart related items or the permitted consumption of related items. As expected, we see significant differences between the two
groups, their consumption preferences, their satisfaction with the consumption experience, and several other variables including their
willingness-to-pay for the products presented. In addition, to show that the effect of priming works regardless of default cultural self-
construal, we replicate our findings with East Asian and Hispanic subjects.

Specific Studies & Results
The studies consist of several tests linking self-construal priming with differences in product selection and reluctance to break apart

items perceived as being related. In Study 1, the Snack Study, consumers were primed, presented with a beverage, and allowed to select
a snack. Somewhat surprisingly, independently-primed subjects were significantly more likely to choose related items in their initial
selection, whereas collectives were significantly likely to choose unrelated items. One potential explanation for this is that collectives
“see” more relationships among items, in general, which was supported by thought listing comments. Study 2, the Cute Puppy Study,
replicated the findings from Study 1 and found a significant difference between how collective and independents deal with separating
related items, with collectives experiencing greater dissonance and opting to consumer entirely different items to prevent separating related
products while independents experienced no such dissonance when separating products. Study 3 replicated the results from Studies 1 &
2 in a realistic consumption setting –Amazon.com–while also finding support for implied product relationships as operationalized via
Amazon’s “Better Together” feature. Furthermore, Study 3 showed that priming techniques integrated into realistic advertisements
produce the same effects as controlled laboratory priming techniques, which is an important contribution to marketing practitioners.

Theoretical & Managerial Implications
Theoretically, this paper’s biggest contribution is the extension of relational priming from basic, interpersonal influence to the

influence of perceived relationships among products and services, including the notion of experienced dissonance when such relationships
are destroyed or broken. Additionally, the exploration of applied priming methodologies in the laboratory setting, such as advertisements
or mock point-of-purchase displays, lends credibility to the external validity of such an approach as opposed to traditional self-construal
priming techniques, such as the I/We pronoun-circling task or the Sumerian Warrior task. These contributions, among others, provide great
insight to future research in this area.

Another motivation for pursuing this project rests in the significant impact the results of the study have for marketing managers as
they develop strategies for marketing their products and services, both domestically and internationally. Implications of the results would
be far-reaching, literally impacting each of the core components characterized by the traditional 4 Ps of marketing–product, price,
placement, and promotion –in a way that may vary on the international level, culture to culture. To help illustrate the potential impact of
the proposed study, let us consider specific examples as they related to these core marketing concepts:

Product: impacting product design decisions emphasizing either a stand-alone product or a product that is considered and included
as one part of a related set of products

Price: impacting the ability to charge more for product bundles for collective consumers or taking advantage of up-selling or cross-
selling tactics in particular markets

Placement: impacting the decision to sell products individually or as given sets or related items in different markets based on
differences in self-construal across cultures
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Promotion: impacting the creative design of advertisements emphasizing individualism or collectivism; impacting point-of-purchase
displays that influence consumer behavior at the moment of product selection

Given the substantial theoretical and managerial implications presented by this paper’s findings, it is the hope of the author that future
research exploring the perceived relationships among products/services and measured/manipulated differences in consumers regarding
their perception and maintenance of such relationships is pursued.
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How Does the Unconscious “Think”?
Nelson Amaral, University of Minnesota, USA

Research indicates that when consumers’ information processing capacity is limited (e.g., people operate under time pressure), their
reliance on normative conscious processing can result in less optimal decisions than if people use a heuristic processing strategy (Payne,
Bettman, & Johnson, 1988). This has been attributed to the fact that more elaborate and normative conscious strategies work well only
if one is able to take all of the information into account. Extending on this, it also follows that even if external factors do not limit people’s
processing capacity, individuals’ decisions about complex stimuli (e.g., individuals’ choice of a vacation destination from a set where all
destinations are described on many dimensions) still may not be optimal because of inherent limitations in human’s processing capacity.
Indeed, it is estimated that the conscious mind can process only about 40-60 bits of information per second (Wilson 2002), whereas the
processing capacity of the entire human system (i.e. conscious and unconscious processing) is 11,200,000 bits per second (Dijksterhuis,
2004).

Due to people’s limited processing capacity, when individuals are presented with a great deal of information in a relatively short
period of time, much of the information that is represented in memory is likely to be poorly organized. That is, individual pieces of
information are inadequately associated and integrated. Interestingly, recent findings suggest that unconscious thought may circumvent
such problems (Dijksterhuis, 2004; Dijksterhuis, Maarten, Nordgren, and Van Baaren, 2006; Payne, Samper, Bettman, and Luce 2008).
At present little empirical investigation offers insight into how the unconscious might perform such consolidation. The current research
aims to address this question by drawing on recent evidence that potentially sheds some light on the kind of processing that the unconscious
employs.

This evidence comes from a recent report, which indicates that when people are in positions of high social power, the decisions they
render based on conscious thought are similar to those made under conditions of unconscious thought (Smith, Dijksterhuis and Wigboldus,
2008). In light of research which shows that people in positions of higher power construe information in a more abstract (versus concrete)
way (Smith and Trope, 2006), the preceding implies that the unconscious may rely on fairly abstract cognition. To investigate this
possibility we sought to replicate the findings of Liberman, Sagristano, and Trope (2002), which found that participants planning a
camping trip farther into the future grouped the items they would pack into larger more inclusive groups. The results also indicated that
this was a result of thinking more abstractly about far future events than near future events. Our goal was to replicate the results of this
grouping task by using the manipulations of the original sets of experiments conducted by Dijksterhuis and his colleagues in which they
had participants read information about a set of related products and would subsequently either distract some participants or ask them to
deliberate for several minutes before making a judgment or choice about the products they had seen before the period of deliberation
(conscious thought) or distraction (unconscious thought). (Dijksterhuis, 2004; Dijksterhuis, Maarten, Nordgren, and Van Baaren, 2006).
Our goal was to investigate the following initial hypothesis:

H1: Compared to conscious thought, reliance on unconscious thought will prompt individuals to organize information into broader,
more inclusive groups. Thus, individuals who engage in conscious versus unconscious thought will both assign a set of items
to a larger number of groups overall and assign fewer items to each group that is formed.

We employed a single factor, between subjects design: thought condition (un/conscious). Participants were undergraduates who
entered a lab and were seated in individual cubicles or rooms. Participants were all shown the same list of 37 camping items from Liberman
et. al (2002) and asked to study the list for 2 minutes. Participants were told that the information would be used later for an unspecified
task. After two minutes passed, all lists were taken away.


